


OUR TEAM
Elite VR is based in Austin, Texas

We are experienced educators and instructional designers.
Established in 2004, we’ve since provided over 1 million hours
of training. Our company has evolved over the years, staying at
the leading edge of technology in training.

eLearning
Course Creation

Virtual Reality
Development

Assessments & 
Reports



OUR CAPABILITIES

Instructional Design

Curriculum Evaluation

Exam Assessment 
& Development

Custom eLearning
Course Creation

Training Management 
Systems

Secure Online Proctoring

Virtual & Augmented Reality



COMMON TYPES OF TRAINING
Common techniques found in a typical corporate training  program

Self Study 
(PDF)

Instructor Led
(ILT)

Computer Based
(CBT)

Death by
PowerPoint



TRADITIONAL TRAINING IS COSTLY
A sub-par training program can increase expenses and reduce profits

EMPLOYEE COSTS
Costly onboarding
High turnover
Poorly trained workers

SAFETY
OSHA violations
Workplace injuries 
Fines & legal issues

COST OF TRAINING
Excessive costs  
Securing & paying instructors
Supplies, locations, time, travel



BETTER TRAINING = 
INCREASED SAFETY

Modernized training supports safety in the workplace

During an employee’s first month on the job, 
lost-time injury risk is THREE TIMES higher

Almost 1/3 of nonfatal injuries at work involved 
employees with less than one year of service

National Safety Council states that an average 
fatality on the job can cost up to $1.42 million

[3]



RESEARCH & STATISTICS



UPS has launched VR training for

EMPLOYEES
across the United States

[2]



Improved outcomes from interactive technologies:

10x faster

[4]

Upon implementing VR in their design process, Bell reported designing a 
new concept helicopter in 6 months rather than the average 6 years. 



Upon implementing VR in 
recruiting efforts, the 
U.S. Navy experienced a

INCREASE
in recruitment leads

VIRTUAL REALITY training 
attracts (and helps retain) 
new employees

[6]



Nielson reports 
companies using XR 
training in 2019 are 
expected to save 

$13.5 Billion

[5]



DIGITAL NATIVES



- Are becoming increasingly dissatisfied with old school technology 
- Are more likely to quit a job with sub-standard technology
- Are influenced to take jobs at high tech offices (82%)
- Report their workplaces do not have enough SMART technology (44%)
- Would prefer high tech in-office assets, such as VR and AR (58%)

[7]

A Generation’s Expectations

A Forbes Survey Reports Millennials…. 



BY THE YEAR
MILLENNIALS
WILL REPRESENT

OF THE WORK FORCE

[1]



DIGITAL NATIVE EXPECTATIONS:

- High quality design
- Interactive, engaging content
- Accessible / mobile
- Instant & intelligent
- Relevant and relatable

Digital natives are quickly becoming 
the dominant global demographic.



Why these technologies matter

• Accommodates all learning styles
• Easily scalable
• Accessible at any time
• Higher retention rates
• Reduction of travel and physical 

asset requirements

Digital Training



The [e]XR Digital 
Training Ecosystem 

- Developing for 
Immersive VR

- Distributing to Mobile 
VR and AR devices 

- Interactive eLearning
- Real-time LMS reporting 

for assessment and 
qualifying purposes



VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)



WHAT IS VIRTUAL REALITY (VR)?

VR experiences can be measured and used as an assessment

VR is a three-dimensional, computer generated simulation 

VR users can explore and interact with the environment

The VR user can manipulate objects and perform actions

VR experiences can be collaborative, allowing users from 
different physical locations to interact in the same environment



MOBILE VR IMMERSIVE VR
• 3˚ of freedom
• 360˚ images / videos
• Mobile interactivity
• Multi-scene capability
• Single-target interactions
• Mobile interactivity
• Can be quickly developed & deployed

• 6˚ of freedom
• Full immersion
• Environment recreation
• Wide range of capabilities
• Complex interactions
• Can be highly realistic
• Remote collaborations & interactions



MOBILE VR

• Mobile interactivity

• 360˚ images / videos

• Multi-scene capability

• Single-target interactions

• Can be quickly developed

• Instant large-scale deployment



IMMERSIVE VR

• Immersive experience

• Fully developed environment

• Wide range of capabilities

• Complex interactions

• Can be highly realistic



How can VR benefit
your company?

• Realistic interactive simulations

• Scalable training

• Company-wide consistency

• Improved safety 

• Recruitment & onboarding

• Better knowledge & skill retention



Today’s industry leaders are already seeing 
measurable results after incorporating VR

• Atlas CopCo - Users learn 3X faster at a savings 
of 63%

• Coal Mining Services Australia - 43% reduction 
in lost time due to injury

• British Petroleum - Retention levels achieved 
are at 80%

• Texas Instruments - 86% of classroom students 
in Europe double attention levels and 
improved test results

Virtual Reality Case Studies

[8]



VR can ensure competency and that 
the learning is taking place

• Sequence of activities
• Tool selection
• Gaze/eye tracking
• Location and positioning
• Time on task
• Voice commands

ASSESSMENTS 
& QUALIFYING



HIGH INTENSITY
MOCK DRILLS & SCENARIOS

TRAIN, PRACTICE & ASSESS

• Mock drills 
• Branching scenarios
• Disaster readiness
• Timed decisions
• Real-time consequences
• High-intensity skills practice

VR enables trainees to experience the adrenaline and pressure of 
dangerous scenarios so they are ready and able to act in a real-life event 



The Elite VR Difference
We take a deep dive with each client in an effort to ensure realism 
and solidify long-term partnerships  

To achieve your training goals, our team 
employs the following strategies:

• SME Interviews
• Design Workshops
• Site Tours
• CAD Analysis
• Drone Footage
• 360 Media
• Curriculum Evaluation



Any questions?
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